WASHINGTON — The possibility of fringe violence around the Washington peace rally tomorrow raised the tension in the nation's capitol late this week. The National Peace Action Coalition (NPAC), rally organizers, are planning a non-violent demonstration, are being watched by upwards of 50,000 on November 15, 1969.

Although tomorrow's action is planned as peaceful anid law-abiding, demonstrations next days are being issued live ammunition. The Supreme Court refused to reverse Chief Justice Burger's decision that the displaced vets might find quarters in the offices of sympathetic congressmen.
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The Veterans Against the War (VVAW) has been rallying in the capitol to protest the country's war policies. Its efforts will culminate this afternoon when a march will end with VVAW members and sympathizers running in their medals. The awards will be collected in a standard "body bag" (used in combat zones to temporarily store corpses) and given to President Nixon at the White House.

The VVAW efforts have been complicated by city refusal to let the veterans camp out on the Washington mall. The Supreme Court refused to reverse Chief Justice Burger's decision that the ex-soldiers had to be off the park by Wednesday afternoon with no fires, camping, or sleeping permitted. Massachusetts Congressman Robert Drinan suggested that the displaced vets might find quarters in the offices of sympathetic congressmen.
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